
Wow, Chad. So much to think about in reading this email. Minds like mine (and yours) are so engaged by 
this type of conversation.   
Thank you for valuing my input, and sharing some of your ideas with me. 
 
By all means you can share & paraphrase my comments. No need for anonymity, unless you prefer that. 
I would have put them in the thread, but I felt like a personal message was more meaningful.  
To let you know, that we see and appreciate the company's transparency, and that we care about you, 
too. 
 
I love, love, love what you've shared. When you can speak volumes with just a picture and a flip of a 
word...so cool. 
Wish we could all learn to do that! 

 
 
Or how this wise old owl sitting on a tomato crate, makes you want to read about "Not Fruit Salad..." 
...that's golden. 

 

 
I'd love the idea of P2P brain food. I'm sure many others would too, and I totally get your concerns that 
you listed about each possible Solution, bringing up more issues. 
So having a forum where you can truly share and learn, without having to be perfect, like we do in our 
group chats with friends - would be very cool,  
 
Figuring out how to vet the friends, (members) is tricky. But you're smart. You'll figure that one out. 
 
I truly never knew there were people out there that faked their numbers to be in the Top.  
I've never cared about status, or that type of thing.  
As a matter of fact, I'm always so happy not to make it in the top, because it reminds me that there's so 
much more to be made, and it's truly attainable if others in my organization are doing it. 
 
To me if feels like you've got to weed out the Karen's & Brandon's, for lack of better words, and bring in 
only Friends. 
It sounds like you are thinking of a somewhat exclusive group, right? 
 
I love the idea and can't wait to hear more! 
 



Lydia 
 

On 3/25/2022 7:42:41 PM, Chad Burt <chad@iwantacruise.com> wrote: 

Lydia, 

  

You just made my day, no my week, no my year!  Thank-you sooooo much for noticing.  I bet my boss will 
give me a raise when I see it…lol. 

  

All joking aside, I hope you saw my reply to your post where I described our concerns over using hey for 
critical announcements.  In the long run, I may make the Hey channel into my own personal 
“playground.”  You know what I mean when I say play: explore, discover, and experiment.  I place where I 
can toss out food for thought and point out cool stuff that comes across my desk every day.  Peer to peer 
communication with nothing fancy and nothing polished.  It would be just a peek under the hood, the 
stream of consciousness if you will, from a couple of dudes that happen to have built ten dollars and sixty-
two cents into a half billion dollar a year agency.  In fact, I have even been “playing” with a few ideas for 
branding that I’d love your feedback on: 
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To understand the owl, you’ll need to read up on  tomatoes.docx  

  

Lydia, we live in a world of “easy” swimming in a raging river faux simplicity.  We live in a time where 
people want you to “boil down” calculus so they can understand it when they haven’t taken algebra 
yet.  We are at a point where we look to comedians for tomatoes of wisdom and politicians for comic 
relief.  I mean, could you have imagined a time when we would apply for a mortgage with our thumbs 
because it’s the easiest way to do it, as opposed to the best way?  Heck, as an industry, we constantly 
address the clients that think they can book it themselves just as well as a pro can.  We know that’s not 
true, just like we know that why we do something is often as important as what we do.  In the face of 
these challenges, OA is determined to swim against the tide and share the methods behind the madness 
so our agents are not dependent on us. We want our agents to be truly independent thinkers and 
business people.  Does that make sense?  What do you think of the (very) rough idea for feeding brains 
with food for thought?  How would I bring this to that small group (80/20 rule) that want to go to the next 
level?  How would I best engage those agents out there that want to go to the gym because they want 
real results?  Or, do you think that most like tomatoes in fruit salad and just want to show their friends the 
Baily’s card they’ve never used? 

https://asapcruises.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/EQ-XRLryan9Cmpb4qazycuoBt7WFkg3sS9KalTSCjGg2SQ?e=DMaeem
https://asapcruises.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/EQ-XRLryan9Cmpb4qazycuoBt7WFkg3sS9KalTSCjGg2SQ?e=DMaeem


  

Thanks, 

  

Chad 

  

P.S.  Would you mind if I shared your comment below and my reply (paraphrased anonymously) on FB.  I 
really need to brag about your kind words, AND I think many agents would benefit from the tomatoes they 
find under the hood. 

  

From: Lydia Blanton <lydia@wishingon.com>  
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2022 9:20 AM 
To: Chad Burt <Chad@IWantACruise.com> 
Subject: Good morning! 

  

Hi Chad,  

  

I just wanted to send you a note to say, that I think you're doing a great job.  

Just in case you don't hear that enough, I want to thank you for always being willing to step in and soften 
the conversation, not only with supporting details, but genuine care for what someone is struggling 
through.  

That's all we really want, at the end of the day. 

  

This industry is full of highs & lows, but there's no better team to be on than yours.  

The majority of us take great pride in being a part of Outside Agents! #OAallday 
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